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Title of Bill: A bill to initiate the construction of electric car charging stations 

 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas in 2014 U.S. greenhouse gas emissions totaled to 6,870 million metric tons 
of carbon dioxide. Whereas more than 99% of the carbon in a fuel is emitted as 
carbon dioxide when the fuel is burned. Whereas carbon dioxide is responsible for 
91% of global warming over the last 5 years. Whereas 1 million species have faced 
extinction due to global warming. Whereas although the U.S. makes up only 5% of 
the world’s population, it gives off more pollution than any country on the globe. 
Whereas the U.S. is responsible for 80% of fossil fuel consumption every year. 
Whereas it is projected that the entire world’s supply of fossil fuels will run out by 
the year 2088. Whereas plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) could save up to 350 
million barrels of oil yearly. Whereas 25% of all newly registered automobiles in the 
country are PEVs. Whereas in 2016 alone, sales of PEVs jumped from 38% to 46%. 
Whereas it is predicted that by 2040, the amount of PEVs on the road will increase 
to 90 times the amount being driven in the U.S. today. Whereas PEVs produce zero 
tailpipe emissions. Whereas the states of California, Washington, Hawaii, Georgia, 
Oregon, Maryland, and New York have the most PEVs of any other in the United 
States. Whereas the cost of building a single PEV charging station is $2,300. 
Whereas there are currently over 540,000 PEVs being driven in the country. 

 

Section 1: $200 million will be used to construct 75,000 PEV charging stations. 
 
 Subsection A: These stations will be built in states with highest concentrations of PEVs; 
California, Washington, Hawaii, Georgia, Oregon, Maryland, and New York 
  
 Subsection B: The charging stations will be built in public gas stations as well as busy 
highways. 
 
Section 2: 80,000 people will be employed to construct, maintain, operate, and monitor charging 
stations. 
 
Section 3: Users of the charging stations will pay $2.25 per hour of charging 
 
Section 4: Funding for this bill will be determined by the Appropriations Committee 



 
Section 5: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Ban Single-Use Plastic Bags 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States uses 100 billion plastic bags every year; whereas 14 
million trees and 12 million gallons of oil are used to create these bags every year; 
whereas only 3% of plastic bags are recycled and plastic bags take 1,000 years to 
decompose; whereas this costs approximately $4 billion to the retailers to provide; 
whereas the burden on the retailer and environment should be lightened; this Act 
shall impose a ban on these burdensome, environmentally irresponsible products. 

 

Section 1: The distribution of plastic bags intended for single use by businesses shall be 
prohibited. 

 
Subsection A: Single use plastic bags shall be defined as lightweight plastic bags that are 
not designed for continuous and stable use over a long period of time. 

  
Section 2: Businesses found in violation of this ban shall be fined $1 per bag distributed. 
  
Section 3: This bill shall go into effect on June 1, 2018.  
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Title of Bill: An Act to Fund the Installation of Solar Powered Roadways. 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble:  The United States’ energy needs are steadily increasing; the absence of new 
sources of carbon-based fuels will lead to a power crisis in the near future. There has not 
been an adequate or meaningful adoption of alternate energy sources such as wind, 
hydroelectric and, solar panels - they have not yielded enough power to sustain our 
energy needs. As traditional alternate energies require a large space, and solar 
conventional solar panels require installation on private property, a viable solution is to 
use already constructed infrastructure. The United States government will fund the 
installation of “Wattway” solar panels onto roads.   
 

Section 1: “Wattway” panels will be used to avoid replacing already built infrastructure, 
in addition to being more cost-effective than competitors. 
 
Section 2: At least 1,500 miles of road, parking lots, or other infrastructure will have 
solar panels installed onto them over a five year period. 
 Subsection A: Any panels destroyed over this five year period will be replaced. 
 
Section 3: A new carbon tax will be applied to all carbon-based fuels in order to fund the 
installation.           
 Subsection A: The tax will apply $10 per ton of CO2 or CH4. 
 Subsection B: The revenues raised from the carbon tax will be exclusively used 
for the solar panels and associated costs. After the five year period, any excess money 
will be put towards education. 

 

Section 4: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Modernize America’s Water Infrastructure 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas there are 170,000 different water systems that will serve almost all 

Americans; whereas the average American family of four uses roughly 400 gallons of water a 

day, and that roughly 17 percent of the total freshwater used in the United States is used by vital 

industries that rely on public water for their operations; whereas water infrastructure in America 

is nearly its end of its useful life and requires maintenance; whereas current infrastructure is 

falling apart and leading to major contaminations as seen in Flint, Michigan; whereas 8.4% of 

pipes in the United States are deemed “beyond their useful life” according to the American 

Water Works Association; 

 
Section 1: Provide United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with $100 Billion 
over the course of the next twenty years to fix and replace water pipes that are considered 
“beyond their useful life” through grants to states. 
 

 Subsection A:  Mandate that all community water systems provide detailed reports 
 on potential threats and current state of all pipes that they are currently using to the 
 EPA. 
 

Section 2: Provide the EPA with additional $10 billion over the next 20 years to build new 

water systems. 

 
Section 3: Allocation of money to states will be based on water efficiency reports to 
incentivize optimization within states. 
  

Subsection A: Water efficiency reports will be determined on the basis of water 
usage per capita. 

 
Section 4: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after its passage. 
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Title of Bill: The Bridges fixing act to bring improving infrastructure to the United States  

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: According the World Economic Forum, The United States is Twelfth in the world in 

national infrastructure quality. Roads and bridges go through normal wear and tear 
due to age and use, but some in the United States have become too unsafe. With the 
$200 Billion set aside by the President’s Budget, we as the committee for 
Environment and Public Works need to go forward with fixing some of our worst 
bridges that American Citizens use everyday. If we fail to do this, our citizens will 
continue to put their lives at risk by traveling on these bridges, and we will be 
blamed when tragedy ensues  

 

Section 1: The United States will start work on fixing the worst bridges that our used most by 
our citizens.  
Section 2: The Committee of Environment and Public Works will oversee this project until it is 

completed fully and produce reports of the project’s progress.  
Section 3: The funding will come from the 200 billion set aside for infrastructure in the 

President’s Budget Plan.  
Section 4:  This project will estimatedly end in 2021.  
Section 5:  This bill will take effect 80 days after passage.  
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Title: An Act to Increase the Use of Thorium in generation IV Nuclear Reactors 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 
 

Preamble: Whereas nuclear power produces thirty percent (30%) of the world’s energy; 

Whereas uranium’s byproducts produce dangerous nuclear waste that lasts for millennia; 

Whereas the Generation IV reactor has been announced to deploy between 2020 and 2030; 

Whereas Generation IV reactors yield up to three hundred (300) times more energy than past 

reactors, has waste that only remains radioactive for centuries rather than millennia, and has no 

CO2 emissions directly from the plant; Whereas thorium is three (3) times more abundant than 

uranium, and the nuclear energy it produces is more than our uranium, coal, and oil findings 

combined; Whereas fission byproducts produced by thorium can be recycled and used as fuel; 

Whereas the increased use of thorium can produce energy in a safer, cheaper, and faster way than 

any other fuel. 

 

Section 1: The United States Department of Energy will allocate three billion dollars 

($3,000,000,000) towards further research and development towards the use of 

thorium in Generation IV reactors. 

 Subsection A: Previously developed plans for placement and time of the reactor’s 

development will stay on track, unless further issues arise. 

  

Section 2: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will supervise the predicted safety and 

efficiency of the reactor. 

 Subsection A: The NRC may deem the implementation of thorium as unusable, and thus 

null this bill. 

 Subsection B: If the NRC allows the development of the Generation IV reactor with 

thorium usage, the NRC will evaluate the reactor every three (3) years. 

 

Section 3: This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Renew America's Water Infrastructure 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas clean water allows public health, and a high quality of life; Whereas water 
and environmental protection agency's agree that replacing water and wastewater systems 
handed down from earlier generations is a duty that falls upon twenty-first century Americans; 
Whereas the American Water Works Association (AWWA) announced that 2000 was the dawn 
of the Replacement Era; Whereas maintaining our quality of life necessitates significant 
investments in American water systems; Whereas most American drinking water infrastructure 
was built 50 or more years ago; Whereas older cities and established towns could have piping 
over a century old; Whereas daily use and age wears away at the pipes; Whereas aged pipes lead 
to pipe breakage; Whereas there are 240,000 water main breaks per year in the United States, 
wasting over two trillion gallons of treated drinking water; Whereas drinking and wastewater are 
vital to a community; Whereas the projected cost of updating America's water infrastructure is 
$1 trillion over the next 25 years; Whereas the alternative to replacement is far more dire - a total 
breakdown of American piping; This bill appropriates funds and outlines a flexible plan to invest 
in America’s infrastructure, conserving and increasing the efficacy of her natural resources. 
 

Section 1: This bill allots funding as categorical grants to state governments to replace 
America’s ailing public water infrastructure. 

Section 1a: This bill shall henceforth be referred to as R.A.W. 

Section 1b: RAW defines “water infrastructure” as specifically drinking water piping. 

Section 1c: RAW shall allocate 1 trillion dollars of federal funding over the course of 
four decades (25 billion per year, an average of 38 million to each state). 

 Subsection i: The amount of funding received by a state will be based upon 
their projections by the AWWA. 

Section 1d: All public water piping that is in use and does not pose a dire environmental 
hazard shall be replaced by 2050. 

 

Section 2: States shall divvy up funding, giving first to communities with the greatest need.  



Subsection 2a: Greatest need will be determined by the relative danger that infrastructure 
poses to the community. 

Section 2b: Danger shall be determined from information supplied by local governments.  

Subsection i: The local municipalities shall submit a series of water infrastructure 
appraisals (completed by private companies and/or Collegiate / Scientific 
institutions) on the quality of their pipes and their water. 

Subsection ii: the appraisals and water quality tests shall be annually required. 

Subsection iii: If the town / municipality lacks the resources to conduct or 
contract a fair appraisal, the EPA shall supply an appraiser. 

Section 3: Local municipalities shall have the choice of private contractors to replace their public 
infrastructure. 

Subsection 3a: Upon the passage of RAW, local municipalities thenceforth assume 
responsibility should any mishap occur during the renewal / reconstruction.  

Subsection 3b: Should local government fail to complete the renewal process within 
seven years after receiving federal funding, the state’s federal funding for highways will 
be cut by .5% in the next fiscal budget. 

Section 3c: The current piping shall be replaced with piping of the same kind assuming 
that they do not contain mercury or lead. Acceptable piping includes: CI: cast iron; CICL: 
cast iron cement lined; DI: ductile iron; PV: polyvinyl chloride; and PCCP: prestressed 
concrete cylinder pipe.  

Section 4: A committee composed of six members of congress and six representatives 
from the Department of the Interior shall be assembled to meet and will reconvene every 
five years to determine effectiveness and further parcel out the allocated grants. They will 
be presided over by the chief justice. 

Section 5: Funding shall be given as categorical grants from the Senate appropriations 
committee. 

Section 6: This bill shall go into effect three years after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Ban Fracking  

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble: Whereas fracking damages whole communities source of water. Whereas one family’s 

decisions should not be allowed to destroy a whole community. Whereas the chemicals that 

are injected into shale deposits during fracking in the U.S. include acids, detergents and 

poisons. Whereas radioactive waste and salts are left in the earth’s surface. Whereas 

fracking can and has caused small earthquakes. Whereas more carbon dioxide is released 

into the atmosphere.  

 

Section 1:   Let fracking be defined as hydraulic fracturing, a process where millions of gallons of water, 

sand and chemicals are pumped underground to break apart rock and release gas. 

 

Section 2: Any companies who participate in fracking shall receive an additional 15% tax on income 

 Subsection A: This tax will be added to the corporate income tax 

 Subsection B: The funding from this tax will be allocated to research for renewable energy 

 

Section 3: Let a committee (Fracking Oversight Committee) be established by the Environment and 

Public Works Committee to oversee regulation for companies involved in fracking as well 

as punishment for any company/corporation that participates in fracking and does not pay 

the tax after the passage of this bill. 
 

Section 4: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 
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Title: An Act to Aid The African Food Production System 

  

IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

  

Preamble: Whereas the biggest concerns in Africa today are population growth, agricultural 

performance, and environmental degradation, whereas the African food production 

system affects all three of these concerns, whereas African farming is largely a low-

input low-output system, whereas studies have shown an overall decline in 

performance of the land, whereas reliable data on the biophysical resources in Africa 

is not currently available, whereas action is necessary to safeguard African 

agriculture as well as protect the wildlife that relies on the quality of the land.  

Section 1: The USDA shall create a committee of agents to assess the quality of African soil and 

its vulnerability is to be judged based on UNEP’s definition of desertification. 

 Subsection A: “Quality of Soil” shall be judged on the coefficient of the variability 

of rainfall, the depth of soil, levels of chemical and physical conditions such as pH, 

resilience of soil, and information incorporated in soil classification terms.  

 Subsection B: Four locations per African nation are to be tested, and those testing 

sites are to account for variability in the four heaviest agricultural areas in that 

nation. 

 Subsection C: This assessment will be based on the 1998 study conducted by 

Eswaran and Reich that tested for the aforementioned characteristics. 

 Subsection D: This committee is to be called the ASQAC (African Soil Quality 

Analysis Commission). 

Section 2: Once the quality of the soil has been determined, the USDA shall determine the steps 

necessary to begin repairing and replenishing the soil wherever is seen fit. 

       Subsection A: Steps for repair and replenishment are to be: 

i. Educating farmers on practices that are less exhaustive on the soil beginning 

with the areas that are most at-risk for desertification.  

ii. Provide necessary materials and machinery required for sustainable farming. 



iii. Provide subsidies to sustenance and commercial farms so they are able to 

execute crop rotation.    

Iv. Ensure that there is diversity among crops and that soil-intensive cash crops  

are avoided wherever possible. 

 

Section 3: ASQAC is to reassess soil quality every five years to determine what aspects of aid 

are still required. 

 Subsection A: Aid is to continue until it is determined to be unnecessary.  

Section 4: The United Nations is to be petitioned for funding of this bill. 

 Subsection A: This is to be presented before the United Nations and funding is to be 

requested on the grounds of environmental protection and humanitarian aid. 

 Subsection B: If sufficient funds cannot be obtained from the United Nations, 

funding for this bill is to be determined by the United States Department of 

Agriculture.  

 

Section 5: This bill shall take effect 91 days after passage.  
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Title of Bill: Single-Use Bag Ban (SUBB) 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas according to the Environmental Protection Agency, somewhere between 

five hundred billion and one trillion disposable one-use plastic bags are used each year around 

the world; One-use plastic bags, only used for an average of about twelve minutes, end up in and 

remain in landfills, oceans, and other places for thousands of years; Whereas there is now no 

national single-use plastic bag ban currently in effect in the United States; Whereas the state of 

California, and the territories of American Samoa and Puerto Rico have banned single-use bags; 

Whereas tens of thousands of whales, birds, seals and turtles are killed every year from the 

ingestion of plastic bag litter in the marine environment which they often mistake for food such 

as jellyfish; Whereas more than 200 species including corals, have been documented eating plastic; 

Whereas plastic bags severely disrupt the land environment as the chemicals the bags are made 

of slowly seep into the soil releasing toxic chemicals for many years. 
 

Section 1 Ban the use and manufacture single-use plastic shopping bags in the United States.  
            Subsection A: Companies who fail to follow this bill will receive a first offense fine of 
$10,000.  
            Subsection B: Companies that continue to be noncompliant with this bill will receive additional  
fines of  $10,000 for every 6 months of further production. 
 
Section 2: Allocate $500,000 to start an awareness campaign to promote alternatives for single-use 
bags. 
            Subsection A: Possible alternatives include the manufacture of reusable, durable bags, using 
existing household packaging, as well as other methods of upcycling.  
 
Section 3: Any and all funding for this bill will be provided by the EPA. 
 
Section 4: This bill shall be overseen by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  
 
Section 5: States that adopt this bill will receive a .5% increase in environmental spending. 
 
Section 6:  This bill shall be enacted 91 days after passage. 
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	Subsection B: The funding from this tax will be allocated to research for renewable energy

